Red Gold Diamond Weave Basket
Pattern by Bob Gleason, December 2010

Materials
#4 natural round reed (rr) - spokes
#3 natural rr – side weaver
#3 terracotta (red) rr – side weavers
#3 Ochre (gold) rr - weavers
#2 natural rr – base weavers and “diamond” weavers
Preparation:
Cut 20 #4 natural rr spokes 42” long
Weaving Base:
To weave this overlaid base soak spokes, then make four groups of five spokes. Locate the mid -point
(i.e. 20”) and make a cross with two groups of the spokes. Take the other two groups of spokes and
make a cross and place this on top of the initial two groups so that it makes an 8-point star, all
intersecting at the midpoint.
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Soak a #2 natural weaver and place it over the top-most group of spokes with the short end extending
approx. 15 “ (this short end is on the left in the picture above and to the right)then begin weaving over
and under (going clockwise if you’re right-handed)the groups of spokes…..do two full wraps. Snug the
two wraps fairly tight to the middle and adjust the groups of spokes so they all lay flat and are
equidistant from each other. Also make sure all spokes are the same length from the middle – you can
slide them back and forth to get them all the same length. Finish the first set of wraps by wrapping over under two more full times around the base.(total of four full wraps) At the beginning point go up
between the spokes in one group(see picture on left below) and begin weaving under-over (opposite
from the previous wrap) making sure the weaver lies snug to the previous row (see picture on right
below)

And make four full wraps around the base. Once back at the beginning point begin “Japanese weave”
which is "over two, under one” individuals spokes – you are now weaving this to separate the individual
spokes and space them evenly apart. After weaving all of the first #2 weaver, go back and weave in the
15-inch end piece in the small spaces at the center of the spoke crossing (see picture) Weave Japanese
weave out to a diameter of 5” on the base. End this on the underside (bottom) of the base by opening
up a space under a set of spokes and running the end thru this space; then cut the end so it doesn’t
show.
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To add a new weaver when the previous one ends take the old weaver end and pinch and tuck it into
the space of the spoke it ends at. Pinch, bend and tuck the new weaver into the spoke-space just before
the space where the old weaver ended, overlapping the old and new weavers between the two spokes.
Keep your weaving tight and keep the weavers wet so they remain pliable. Don’t bend the spokes….only
bend the weaver in and out of the spokes.
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Shaping: gently push the spokes away from you as you weave the base so it has a slight dome shape,
with the center being closer to you and the sides curving away from you.
Upsetting the spokes:
Soak the base for several minutes, then pinch each spoke where it emerges from the base weaving, then
carefully bend them up towards the higher domes side(inside of the basket).

Side weaving:
Soak four #3 weavers (terracotta). With the spokes bent upward and holding the base so the spokes
point away from you insert the weavers into each of four adjacent spaces, then taking the left-most
weaver ,going over the other weavers place it in front of two spokes and behind the next two spokes
(over two / behind two). Then take the next left-most weaver and do the same. This is called a 4-rod
wale. Continue this weave up the side, keeping your weave tight and keeping the spokes at a 45-degree
angle up and out from the base. (when looking at the picture below pretend all four weavers are
terracotta)
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Side pattern:
1. Weave five rows of 4-rod wale in terracotta out at 45-degree angle. Cut and tuck all weavers at
the 4 spokes where you started the 4-rod wale.
2. Take three Ochre #3 weavers (soaked) and two #2 natural weavers (soaked) and begin weaving
the diamond-weave pattern (see close-up picture of beginning of diamond weave. Start two of
the Ochre weavers behind a spoke, then go over the next spoke and under the third spoke.
Place the two #2 weavers ends behind the second spoke above and below the two Ochre
weavers. Bring the #2 weavers on front of the second spoke and cross them,.. then bring them
behind the third spoke and back out while keeping the Ochre weavers on front of the third
spoke. Now add the third Ochre weaver, beginning it behind this third

3.

4.
5.
6.
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spoke.
Continue the diamond weave , randing the group of three Ochre weavers over and under the
spokes; placing the two #2 weavers behind the spoke that the Ochre weavers go in front of,
then bring the #2 weavers in front of the spoke (while the Ochre weavers pass in back of this
spoke) and cross the #2 weavers.
Weave this diamond pattern for six rows, ending the diamond weave at the same spoke where
you started and staggering the ends of the Ochre weavers so it doesn’t create a bulky ending.
Weave two rows of 4-rod wale using four #3 terracotta weavers.
WITHOUT ENDING the terracotta weavers weave in the following natural randed weavers.

7. Weave a group of three #3 natural weavers over nine spokes (beginning under the first spoke
and ending under the ninth

8.
9.
10.
11.
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spoke.
Locate the nine spokes on the opposite side of the basket and weave the same randed group of
three weavers over nine spokes.
Then rand a group of three #3 natural weavers over seven spokes: then another set of weavers
over five spokes; then another set over three spokes (see close-up picture).
Repeat this randing on the opposite side of the basket, so the two “ends” of the basket are the
same.
Go back to the four terracotta weavers and continue weaving two more rows of 4-rod wale,
making sure to keep the weaving tight against the randed natural weavers.

Weaving the Rim
(the pictures below were taken from several different baskets so ignore the colored weavers and focus
only on the rim weaving)
Thoroughly soak the spokes, especially where they emerge from the side weaving.
1. First rim row: Pinch the spokes at the top of the side weaving. Gently bend the first spokes to
the right and take it behind the next spokes and out to the outside. Do this with each spokes
until you reach the end….take the last two spokes and tuck them into the remaining spaces like
the other spokes.

2. Second rim row: rewet the spokes and take the each spoke under two and up.
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3. Third rim row: Take each spoke and go over two and down.

4. Forth rim row: take each spoke and go over two spokes and insert the end into the space just
past the second spoke….so it ends up on the inside of the basket.
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5. Fifth rim row: on the inside of the basket take each spoke over two spokes and down. Keep this
row very tight up against the prior row.

Insert the last two spokes into the spaces you make by backing up the first two spokes.

Carefully trim the excess spokes form the inside of the basket, being careful not to cut too short.
The best way is to lay your cutter at an angle against the last rim row and cut the spoke end at
an angle so it is hidden under the rim row. Trim all the “fuzzies” off, place upside down on a
hard ,flat surface and gently, but firmly push down all around so basket top is leveled….and you
are done!!
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